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To the people of Canada :

The twelfth Parliament has been dissolved,, and it becomes the duty 
of the people to choose a new House of Commons. Under the constitu
tion the mandate of those whom the constituency returned in 1911 ex
pired a year ago. But by agreeiyent between the two parties in both the 
Commons and the Senate, and with the clear sanction of public opinion, 
the duration of Parliament was for causes strange and momentous in 
our history extended for one year.

A further extension was proposed, but owing to the attitude of the 
Opposition it could not be pressed, and a general election thus became 
inevitable.

CONTEST WITHOUT PARALLEL.

The circumstances and conditions under which and upon which the 
people must pronounce judgment are without precedent or parallel. 
Nearly three and a half years ago, in obedience to honorable alliances 
and out of regard for her very existence and the security of her do
minions, Great Britain engaged in war with Germany. Canada, as 
became a partner nation in the British Commonwealth, entered the 
struggle by the decree of her Parliament. THAT DECREE WAS 
ENACTED WITHOUT A SINGLE DISSENTING VOICE, AND IT 
GAVE TfiUE EXPRESSION TO THE SENTIMENT AND DETER
MINATION OF THE PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY. No Govern
ment could have lived and no Government would have deserved to live 
that did not give such instant effect to the popular will. HESITATION 
WOULD HAVE SAVORED OF COWARDICE. DELAY WOULD 
HAVE HUMBLED AND DEFAMED THE NATION. Failure to 
mobilize the manhood and resources of the Dominion for freedom and 
civilization would have exposed us to the scorn of our own time and 
the contempt of posterity.

NATION DID NOT HESITATE.

But neither the Government nor the people hesitated. The resolu
tion and patriotism of the Canadian people found prompt and adequate
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